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2. EXISTING SOLUTIONS AND THEIR CRITICISM

Abstract—One of the algorithms used for
solving Traveling Salesman Problem is the genetic
algorithm. It consists of three important parts:
Selection, Crossover, and Mutation. In this paper
some of the important concepts and methods of
Selection are described. The paper is divided in
two sections. In the first one, some of the most
popular selection methods are described and in
the second one, some new ideas about improving
selection methods using the Internet knowledge
are presented.

2.1 Roulette Wheel Selection
Individuals are selected according to their
fitness. The better the chromosomes are, the
more chances to be selected they have. Imagine
a roulette wheel where all the chromosomes in
the population are placed. The size of the section
in the roulette wheel is proportional to the value
of the fitness function of every individual - the
bigger the value is, the larger the section is.

Index Terms—Genetic Algorithms, Selection,
Traveling Salesman Problem, Semantic Web, Data
mining
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1. INTRODUCTION

ELECTION is one of the main operators used
in evolutionary computing. The primary
objective of the selection operator is to
emphasize better solutions in a population.
The identification of good or bad solutions in a
population is usually accomplished according to
a solution’s fitness.
Selection can be used in different stages of
evolutionary algorithms. Some algorithms
(specifically genetic algorithms and genetic
programming) usually apply the selection
operator first to select good solutions and then
apply the recombination and mutation operators
on these good solutions, to create a hopefully
better set of solutions. Other algorithms
(evolution
strategies
and
evolutionary
programming) prefer using recombination and
mutation operator first to create a set of solutions
and then use the selection operator to choose a
good set of solutions.
There are two purposes of this report. One is
to give a systematic overview of existing
approaches. And the other one is to introduce
new approaches based on the usage of the
Internet.

A marble is thrown in the roulette wheel and
the chromosome where it stops is selected.
Clearly, the chromosomes with bigger fitness
value will be selected more times.
Algorithm for roulette wheel selection reads:
Input: population a
Output: population after selection a'
begin
so:=O
/* forming the roulette wheel */
for i:= 1 to n do
si:=si-1+fi/n
end
/* simulation of throwing the marble */
for i:= 1 to n do
r:= random([0, sn])
ai ’ = ak for such k to be accomplished sk
- 1 <r<sk
end
return a’
end
Example:
6 random numbers: 0.81, 0.32, 0.96, 0.01,
0.65, 0.42.
Figure 1 shows the selection process of the
individuals together with the sample trials.
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for i := 1 to n do
si := si-1 + ps(ai)
/* value ps(ai) is selection probability */
end
/* simulation of throwing the marble */
for i: = 1 to n do
r := random( [0,sn])
a i ' := ak‘ for such k to be accomplished sk 1<r<sk
end
return a'
end

Figure 1: Roulette-wheel selection

After selection the mating population consists
of the individuals: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9.
2.2 Rank Selection
The previous type of selection will have
problems when there are big differences between
the fitness values. For example, if the best
chromosome fitness is 90% of the sum of all
fitness’s then the other chromosomes will have
very few chances to be selected.
Rank selection ranks the population first and
then every chromosome receives fitness value
determined by this ranking. The worst will have
the fitness 1, the second worst 2 etc. and the
best will have fitness N (number of chromosomes
in population).
You can see in following picture, how the
situation changes after changing fitness to the
numbers determined by the ranking.

Exponential ranking is different from the linear
ranking because an exponential function is used
for determination of selection probability.
2.3 Stochastic Universal Sampling Selection
The individuals are mapped to contiguous
segments of a line, such that each individual's
segment is equal in size to its fitness exactly as
in roulette-wheel selection. Here equally spaced
pointers are placed over the line as many as
there are individuals to be selected. Consider
NPointer the number of individuals to be
selected, then the distance between the pointers
are 1/NPointer and the position of the first pointer
is given by a randomly generated number in the
range [0, 1/NPointer].
For 6 individuals to be selected, the distance
between the pointers is 1/6=0.167. Figure 4
shows the selection for the following example.
1 random number in the range [0, 0.167]: 0.1.

Figure 2: Situation before ranking (graph of fitness’s)

Figure 3: Situation after ranking (graph of order numbers)

Figure 4: Stochastic universal sampling

Now all the chromosomes have a chance to be
selected. However this method can lead to
slower convergence, because the best
chromosomes do not differ so much from other
ones.
There are two types of ranking selection –
linear ranking and exponential ranking.
Linear ranking assigns a selection probability
to each individual that is proportional to the
individual’s rank (where the rank of the least fit is
defined to be zero and rank of the most fit is
defined to be m-1, given a population of size m).
This method has one parameter: the degree of
reproduction of the least fit individual - r.
Algorithm for linear ranking:
Input: population a, the degree of reproduction
of the least fit individual r in interval [0, l]
Output: population after selection a'

After selection the mating population consists
of the individuals: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.
Algorithm for stochastic universal sampling:
Input: population a, the degree of reproduction
of the least fit individual R in interval [0,l]
Output: population after selection a’
begin
sum := 0
j := 1
ptr := random([0,1])
for i := 1 to n do
sum := sum + Ri
/* Ri - the degree of reproduction of the
individual ai */
while (sum > ptr) do
aj’:= ai
j:=j+1
ptr: = ptr + 1
end
end
return a'
end

begjn
a’ := population a sorted in ascending order
by fitness value
/* forming a roulette wheel */
so:=O
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ai’ := best fitted item among Ftour+
elements randomly selected from population;
return a’
end;

For more information about the algorithm, see
[3].
Stochastic universal sampling ensures a
selection of offspring which is closer to what is
deserved then roulette wheel selection.

For more information about this method, see
[2].

2.4 Tournament Selection
Tournament selection is a rank-based method.
The probability that an individual will be selected
is based only on the rank of that individual in the
population ordered by fitness, and not on the size
of the fitness.
In tournament selection, element of population
is chosen for passing into next generation if it is
better (has better fitness value) than several
randomly selected opponents. Tournament size
Ntour is selection parameter, n is a size of the
population and population after selection is a’.
Running time for this algorithm is O(n*Ntour).
Algorithm for tournament selection:
Input: Population a (size of a is n), tournament
size Ntour,, Ntour ∈ N
Output: Population after selection a’ (size of a’
is n)

2.6 Local Selection
In local selection every individual resides
inside a constrained environment called the local
neighborhood. (In the other selection methods
the whole population or subpopulation is the
selection pool or neighborhood.) Individuals
interact only with individuals inside this region.
The neighborhood is defined by the structure in
which the population is distributed. The
neighborhood can be seen as the group of
potential mating partners.

begin
for i := 1 to n do
ai’ := best fitted item among Ntour elements
randomly selected from population;
return a’;
end;

Figure 5: Linear neighborhood: full and half ring

The first step is the selection of the first half of
the mating population uniform at random (or
using one of the other mentioned selection
algorithms, for example, stochastic universal
sampling or truncation selection). Now a local
neighborhood is defined for every selected
individual. Inside this neighborhood the mating
partner is selected (best, fitness proportional, or
uniform at random).

An advantage of tournament selection is that it
is very easy to implement, and it works very well
in a parallel implementation where different
individuals are on different processors.
2.5 Fine Grained Tournament Selection
This is a variation of tournament selection.
Instead of integer parameter Ntour (which
represents tournament size), new operator allows
real valued parameter Ftour – wanted average
tournament size. This parameter governs
selection procedure, so average tournament size
in population should be as close as possible to it.
Algorithm for fine grained tournament
selection:
Input: Population a (size of a is n), wished
average tournament size Ftour, Ftour ∈ R
Output: Population after selection a’ (size of a’
is n)

Figure 6: Two-dimensional neighborhood:
full and half cross

The structure of the neighborhood can be:
• linear
• full ring, half ring (see figure 5)
• two-dimensional
• full cross, half cross (see figure 6)
• full star, half star (see figure 7)
• three-dimensional and more complex with
any combination of the above structures.

begin
Ftour- := trunc( Ftour )
Ftour+ := trunc( Ftour ) + 1
n- := trunc ( n * ( 1 - ( t - trunc ( Ftour ) ) ) )
n+ := n - trunc ( n * ( 1 - ( t - trunc ( Ftour ) ) ) )
/* tournaments with size Ftour- */
for i := 1 to n- do
ai’ := best fitted item among Ftour- elements
randomly selected from population;
/* tournaments with size Ftour+ */
for i := n-+1 to n do
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strategy. In order to do that, we have to detect
the problem type. Usually, data mining project
involves a combination of different problem types,
which together solve the problem [1].
At the lower end of the scale of the data mining
problems
is
‘data
description’
and
‘summarization’. It aims at the concise
description of characteristics of the data, typically
in elementary and aggregated form. This gives
us an overview of the structure of the data.
The next data mining problem type is problem
of ‘segmentation’. It aims at the separation of
data into interesting and meaningful subgroups
or classes. All member of a subgroup contain
common characteristics.
Misunderstanding of term segmentation is
caused by it’s relation with ‘classification’, which
is another data mining problem type.
Classification assumes that there is a set of
objects that belong to different classes, where
some attributes or features characterize each
class. The objective is to build classification
model which assign correct class label to
previously unseen and unlabeled objects (so
called predictive modeling).
Classification and segmentation may introduce
new type of data mining problems; it is a ‘concept
description
problem’.
It
aims
at
an
understandable description of concepts or
classes. The purpose is not to develop complete
model with high prediction accuracy, but to gain
insights.
Another important problem type that occurs in
a wide range of application is ‘prediction’. The
aim of prediction is to find the numerical value of
the target attribute for unseen objects.
In close connection to the prediction is another
problem type, so called ‘dependency analyses’. It
consists of finding a model that describes
significant dependencies and associations
between data items or events.

Figure 7: Two-dimensional neighborhood:
full and half star

The distance between possible neighbors
together with the structure determines the size of
the neighborhood. Table 1 gives examples for
the size of the neighborhood for the given
structures and different distance values.
Between individuals of a population’ isolation
by
distance'
exists.
The
smaller
the
neighborhood, the bigger the isolation distances.
However,
because
of
overlapping
neighborhoods, propagation of new variants
takes place. This assures the exchange of
information between all individuals.

Table 1: Number of neighbors for local selection

The size of the neighborhood determines the
speed of propagation of information between the
individuals of a population, thus deciding
between rapid propagation or maintenance of a
high diversity/variability in the population. A
higher variability is often desired, thus preventing
problems such as premature convergence to a
local minimum. Local selection in a small
neighborhood performed better than local
selection
in
a
bigger
neighborhood.
Nevertheless, the interconnection of the whole
population must still be provided.
Two-dimensional neighborhood with structure
half star using a distance of 1 is recommended
for local selection. However, if the population is
bigger (>100 individuals) a greater distance
and/or another two-dimensional neighborhood
should be used.
Algorithm for local selection:
Input: Population a
Output: Population after selection a’

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
There are two types of information that need
to be acquired from the Internet.
The first type is information concerning the
future. In the process of selection, one more
parameter must be acknowledged – what is the
weather forecast for the route of the boat (truck)
at the moment of his transition. If the weather
forecast is bad (rain, storms) than the chance for
the boat (truck) to go that way should be very
small.
The second type is the past – in what condition
is the boat (truck) that is being used. In case of
an old boat (truck) chosen routes must be safer
(deeper sea for boats or new roads for trucks)
than the routes that would be chosen for a new
boat (truck). There are some other things that
could be considered for the past, such as status
of the companies or the maintenance of the
boats (trucks).

begin
a‘:= population after local selection
return a’;
end;
Before we can use data mining models and
algorithms we have to find the most suitable
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population.
Improved algorithm:
Input: population a, the degree of reproduction
of the least fit individual R in interval [0, l]
Output: population after selection a’

3.1 Internet Improved Roulette Wheel Selection
First ranking is done using the knowledge from
the Internet. After this ranking, we can start
forming the roulette wheel and perform the
classical method of roulette wheel selection.
Improved algorithm:
Input: Population a
Output: population after selection a’

begin
a:= population a after being ranked with the
knowledge from the Internet
sum := 0
j := 1
ptr := random([0,1])
for i := 1 to n do
sum := sum + Ri
/* Ri - the degree of reproduction of the
individual ai */
while (sum > ptr) do
aj’:= ai
j:=j+1
ptr: = ptr + 1
end
end
return a'
end

begin
so:=O
a:=population a after ranking using the
knowledge from the Internet
/* forming the roulette wheel */
for i:= 1 to n do
si:=si-1+fi/n
end
I* simulation of throwing the marble */
for i:= 1 to n do
r:= random([0, sn])
ai ‘ = ak for such k to be accomplished sk
- 1 <r<sk
end
return a’
end

3.4 Internet Improved Tournament Selection
This approach enables Internet to be utilized
during the process of selecting the individuals.
In every step, after selecting Ntour random
individuals we can sort them by using the Internet
knowledge and then choose the winner among
these individuals.
Improved algorithm:
Input: Population a (size of a is n), tournament
size Ntour,, Ntour ∈ N
Output: Population after selection a’ (size of a’
is n)

3.2 Internet Improved Rank Selection
Since rank selection is in many ways similar to
roulette wheel selection, for improvement of this
method we also propose that the knowledge from
the Internet is used to rank the individuals before
performing the classical rank selection algorithm.
Improved algorithm:
Input: population a, the degree of reproduction
of the least fit individual r in interval [0,l]
Output: population after selection a”
begin
a:= population a ranked using the knowledge
from the Internet
a’ := population a sorted in ascending order
by
fitness value
/* forming a roulette wheel */
so:=O
for i := 1 to n do
si := si-1 + ps(ai’) /* value ps(ai’) is selection
probability */
end
/* simulation of throwing the marble */
for i: = 1 to n do
r := random( [0,sn])
a i “:= ak‘ for such k to be accomplished sk 1<r<sk
end
return a”
end

begin
for i := 1 to n do
randomly choose Ntour individuals from a
population a
sort these individuals using the Internet
knowledge
ai’:=best fitted individual among Ntour sorted
elements
end
return a’
end
This can also apply to fine grained tournament
selection:
Input: Population a (size of a is n), wished
average tournament size Ftour, Ftour ∈ R
Output: Population after selection a’ (size of a’
is n)

3.3 Internet Improved Stochastic Universal
Sampling Selection
This method is also similar to roulette wheel so
the individuals will be ranked and sorted with the
usage of the Internet first and than the classical
algorithm will be performed on that new

begin
Ftour- := trunc( Ftour )
Ftour+ := trunc( Ftour ) + 1
n- := trunc ( n * ( 1 - ( t - trunc ( Ftour ) ) ) )
n+ := n - trunc ( n * ( 1 - ( t - trunc ( Ftour ) ) ) )
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/* tournaments with size Ftour- */
for i := 1 to n- do
randomly choose Ftour- individuals from
population a
sort these individuals using the Internet
knowledge
ai’ := best fitted item among Ftour- sorted
elements
end
/* tournaments with size Ftour+ */
for i := n-+1 to n do
randomly choose Ftour+ individuals from
population a
sort these individuals using the Internet
knowledge
ai’ := best fitted item among Ftour+ sorted
elements
end
return a’
end;

machines. More about Semantic web can be
found in [8].
Data Mining can be defined as an automated
extraction of predictive information from different
data sources. It is a powerful technology with
great potential to help users focus on the most
important information. More information about
data mining can be found in [9].
5. OPEN PROBLEMS FOR RESEARCH
How to assign numerical values in interval [0.1]
based on the Internet knowledge that is nonnumeric, but symbolic or semantic?
What should be considered to create a fitness
function for the past knowledge (status of the
companies, conditions of the tankers, the history
of some routes, the maintenance of the tankers,
etc.)?
What should be considered to create a fitness
function for the future knowledge (weather
forecast, etc.)?
How should we define the fitness function?
Some examples are:
Rnew = Rold * Kp * Kf (Rold is some known
fitness function, for example Jaccard's Score, Kp
is a parameter that depends of the past, Kf is the
parameter that depends on the future).
Rnew = Rold * F(Kp) * F(Kf) ( F(Kp) and F(Kf)
are some predefined functions of the arguments
Kp and Kf ).
Rnew = Rold o1 F(Kp) o2 F(Kf) (o1 and o2 are
predefined operators)

3.5 Other Improvements
We described how Internet knowledge can be
used before (roulette wheel, rank, stochastic
universal sampling) and during (tournament and
fine grained tournament) the classical algorithm.
In some cases it can be used after the selection
algorithm. That can be done using the fitness
function that would contain parameters about
future and past knowledge (weather forecast,
conditions of the boats or trucks, status of the
companies, the history of some routes, the
maintenance of the tankers, etc.). But how to
define that fitness function is yet to be
discovered.

6. CONCLUSION
We need to find a way to make this information
from the Internet understandable to the algorithm
we are using (definition of the fitness function
and numerical values for the Internet knowledge).
This is still a part of our research.

4. PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE INTERNET
To gather knowledge from the Internet is
another problem we came upon. Information
about weather forecast or the condition of the
boats (trucks) is not necessarily formatted as
text. It can be formatted as pictures or some
applications. These kinds of information can not
be used in genetic algorithms.
What we can use in genetic algorithms are just
numbers that represent parameters that depend
on this information. So, we need to have optimal
association of numerical values to different
semantic entities.
First, we need to have all the information in a
form of text. Then we could associate a certain
value to every word (storm, rain, snow, old boat,
etc.).
But, like we mentioned above, to find these
information on the Internet in a form of text is not
so common.
The best ways of gathering information would
be Semantic Web and Data Mining.
Semantic Web is a concept that enables better
machine processing of information on the Web,
by structuring documents written for the Web in
such a way that they become understandable by
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